Statement of the Delegation of Ukraine at the 12th Meeting of the Land Mine Ban Convention

(Agenda item 10, 6th December 2012)

Mr President,
Distinguished delegates,

As promised during the general statement made earlier in our Meeting, let me provide you with the update on the steps taken by Ukraine in order to comply with the provisions of the APLM Ban Treaty, in particular its Article 4 regarding the destruction of the stockpiled mines.

As of today, Ukraine – both by its own efforts and at its own expense, as well as with the help of the international community – has destroyed 886,080 anti-personnel landmines, including:

- 401,200 of PMN type (which is the total number that had been in stock);
- 238,000 of POMZ type (which is the total number that had been in stock);
- 8,060 of PMD-6 type (which is the total number that had been in stock);
- 235,320 of PFM-1 type (including 13,920 destroyed in 2012);
- and 3,500 of OZM-4 type (all of those destroyed in 2012).

The total number of anti-personnel landmines that are still to be destroyed is 5,922,485 units, including:

- 5,772,784 of PFM type;
- 149,096 of POM-2 type;
- and 0,605 of OZM-4 type.

Since the 11th meeting of the states-parties to the Ottawa Convention in Phnom Penh the following measures have been taken:

**First.** The Armed Forces of Ukraine continue the elimination of APLMs at the expense of the national budget. Hence, in 2012, 7,200 of PFM-1 mines were destroyed by ejecting them into the closed water reservoir, which is 20% more than in 2011.
In order to secure the mine stockpiles of different types (engineer's, aviation's and jet projectiles), the APLMs are brought together and stored at 7 highly protected depots of the Armed Forces of Ukraine.

**Second.** Thanks to financial assistance from the Norwegian Government, the necessary equipment has been purchased and installed at Pavlograd Chemical Plant where the destruction is to take place. That includes dry ceramic filters and the cooling system to prevent harmful emissions into the environment.

The modernized incinerator facility has been officially put into operation. During the first test trial, 936 PFM-1 mines were destroyed. The second trial elimination of 72 clusters with 5184 PFM-1 mines is scheduled for December 2012. These tests are to demonstrate the safe and environmentally friendly technology of this installation.

**Third.** As a result of negotiations held by Ukraine with the potential donor parties, the decision has been taken that the destruction of 3 million of PFM-1 mines will be funded through the NATO/PfP Trust Fund using the framework of the existing project with Ukraine.

This ongoing project – with the United States of America as the lead nation – will include in its second phase the three components of armaments subject to destruction: small arms and light weapons, munitions, and antipersonnel landmines. The NATO Support Agency (NSPA) will act as the Executive Agent.

To enable this procedure for the destruction of the above weaponry, the following legislative actions were put into place:

The Government of Ukraine signed the Implementation Agreement with NSPA (before 2012 called NAMSA), which was subsequently ratified by the Parliament of Ukraine.

The funds for the destruction of all the remaining landmines have been pledged by the European Union (through its European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument) and will be channelled for that purpose into the NATO/PfP Trust Fund.

At present, there is the ongoing assessment process of NSPA for this particular project by an independent auditing firm hired by the EU. This is a standard procedure required for the release of the EU funds. We were informed that this procedure is to be finalized in early 2013.
Nevertheless, the NSPA has accumulated sufficient resources of its own – thanks to the generous offer from the German Government – to enable the commencement of the project as early as January 2013. In other words, the large-scale elimination of stockpiled anti-personnel landmines in Ukraine can begin in a few weeks time.

The capacity of the Pavlohrad Chemical Plant allows for the destruction of around 1 million APLMs per year, which means 1 mine every 30 seconds.

**Fourth.** The second batch of 3 million landmines will be subject to destruction as soon as the first batch of 3 million landmines has been destroyed. We give the priority to PFM-1 type mines because they are in the largest quantity and of older production. However, all types of landmines have been withdrawn from the operational status of the Ukrainian Armed Forces. The POM-2 and OZM-4 type mines, which were produced after 1991, as it was stated before, are safely stored at the Ukrainian military depots and will be also destroyed.

**Mr. President,**

To conclude, I wish to reiterate the firm commitment of my country to abide by its obligations taken upon accession to the Ottawa Convention. Now that the international assistance can be effectively combined with the national resources, we are on the right track to proceed with the swift elimination on a large scale of all the anti-personnel landmines in Ukraine.

Thank you.
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### Quantity of PFM mines in ammunitions, mln pcs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KSF-1, 1S (PFM-1,1S)</td>
<td>1.45 mln pcs.</td>
<td>5.78 mln pcs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKF (PFM-1S)</td>
<td>1.13 mln pcs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missiles 9M27K3 (PFM-1S)</td>
<td>3.193 mln pcs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KSF and KSF-1S clusters with PFM-1 (PFM-1S) mines**

**BKF-PFM-1S block**

220 mm guided missiles 9M27K3 for “Uragan” Multiple Launch Rocket System

(220 мм РСС 9М27К3 к системе залпового огня “Ураган”)

---

### High temperature treatment of PFM-1 (1S) mines

**Existing equipment of Plant No.1**

Существующее оборудование установки №1

- **Disposal Furnace**
  - Установка пены утилизации
- **Gas emissions purification system**
  - Система очистки газовых выбросов
- **Component parts of gas afterburning chamber, dry filter and heat exchanger**
  - Оборудование камеры дожига газов, сухого фильтра, теплоутилизатора
Equipment purchased for the funds of Norway

Thermal disposal furnace with detonation chamber
(manufactured by EISENMANN)

Site for thermal disposal furnace with detonation chamber and gas purification system

Site for loading blocks with PFM-1 mines
The SSAU has received equipment from Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit mbH (GTZ) for disassembling PFM-1 (1S) ammunition

ГКА Украины получило от GTZ оборудование для разборки боеприпасов с мины ПФМ-1(1С)

Universal aggregate and hydraulic aggregate
Универсальный станок и гидростанция

Disassembling device for BKF PFM-1S
Стенд разборки БКФ-ПФМ-1С

Mixer
Смеситель

Carts and vessels
Тележки и емкости для раствора

Conveyor
Конвейер

Creation of the site for PFM-1 (1S) ammunition preparation for disposal (removal of frames and electric caps)
Создание участка для подготовки боеприпасов с мины ПФМ-1 (1С) к утилизации (извлечение блоков и электрокапсюльных втулок)

The project provides for:
• Creating a separate site for dismantling cluster munitions (KSF BKF, warhead (9M27K3) through reconstruction and technical re-equipment of construction 523/1;
• production and installation of special equipment (including the equipment received from the GTZ company) as well as tools for disassembly of cluster munitions (armored boxes, devices and equipment, etc.);
• Tryout of the technology of dismantling the BKF-PFM-1S aircraft ammunition and 9M27K3 missiles.

Проект предусматривает:
• создание отдельного участка по разборке кассетных боеприпасов (КСФ, БКФ, боевая часть 9М27К3) — реконструкция и технического переоснащения сооружения 523/1;
• изготовление и монтаж специального оборудования (в т.ч. полученного от компании GTZ), а также оснасти для разборки кассетных боеприпасов (бронекабин, стенды и оборудование и т.д.);
• отработка технологии разборки авиационных боеприпасов БКФ-ПФМ-1С, реактивных снарядов 9М27К3.
In order to fulfill Ukraine’s obligations to destruct PFM-1 (1S) mines, SE RIC “Pavlograd Chemical Plant” requires:

1) Provision of financial support by the EU for the destruction of anti-personal landmines
   
   Финансирование со стороны Европейского Союза процесса уничтожения противопехотных мин

2) Creation of a facility for dismantling and preparation for disposal of PFM-1 and PFM-1S mines from KSF-1, KSF-1S, BKF and 9M27K3

   Создание участка по разборке и подготовке к утилизации блоков с миинами ПФМ-1, ПФМ-1С, отработка технологии разборки авиационных боеприпасов БКФ и реактивных снарядов 9М27К3
Thank you for your attention